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A novel assembled self-centering variable friction (SCVF) brace is proposed which is composed of an energy dissipation system, a
self-centering system, and a set of force transmission devices. )e hysteretic characteristics and energy dissipation of the SCVF
brace with various parameters from low-cyclic loading tests are presented. A finite element model was constructed and tested
under simulated examination for comparative analysis. )e results indicate that the brace shows an atypical flag-type hysteresis
curve. )e SCVF brace showed its stable self-centering ability and dissipation energy capacity within the permitted axial de-
formation under different spring and friction plates. A larger deflection of the friction plate will make the variable friction of this
SCVF brace more obvious. A higher friction coefficient will make the energy dissipation capacity of the SCVF brace stronger, but
the actual friction coefficient will be lower than the design value after repeated cycles. )e results of the fatigue tests showed that
the energy dissipation system formed by the ceramic fiber friction blocks and the friction steel plates in the SCVF brace has a
certain stability.)e finite element simulation results are essentially consistent with the obtained test results, which is conducive to
the use of finite element software for calculation and structural analysis in actual engineering design.

1. Introduction

Conventional brace (CB) [1] and buckling restrained braces
(BRB) [2] which are two kinds of damper elements are
usually introduced in moment-resisting steel frames. )e
former has superior axial stiffness, which can improve the
lateral stiffness of the structure and mitigate the interstory
displacement response of the structure under low- and
medium-level earthquakes. Not only does the latter have the
advantage of the former but also its stable plastic defor-
mation ability can make the structure have effective energy
dissipation capacity.

If a structure experienced excessive peak deformation
during a major earthquake, there will be a large residual
deformation in a few stories of the structure after the
earthquake. However, due to the plastic deformation of CB
and BRB under the action of unreasonable axial force, the
structure will not be recovered easily, which will lead to a

long time to repair and high repairing costs after an
earthquake.

In order to solve the above problems of CB and BRB,
some self-centering energy dissipation (SCED) braces or
devices as excellent candidates are proposed to reduce or
eliminate residual deformation of frame structures [3]. )e
thermal behavior of shape memory alloy (SMA) superelastic
wires endows SMA-based devices with self-recentering ca-
pacity, and the use of those devices in the seismic protection
of structures has shown that its advantage comes from the
double-flag-shape of their hysteresis loops [4]. Other re-
searchers have proposed various devices for recentering and
energy dissipation using SMA. For example, Yang et al. [5, 6]
installed the energy dissipation device and SMA outside two
steel tubes that could be staggered to form a new steel-SMA
hybrid device.

Using prestressed elastic materials to obtain recentering
capacity is a more concerned approach. )e scholar
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Tremblay et al. [7] proposed a new type of self-centering
energy dissipation brace. )e seismic response of multistory
steel-framed buildings with SCED bracing members was
examined (Tremblay et al.), and nonlinear incremental static
analysis and dynamic analysis showed that the SCED frames
generally experienced smaller peak story drifts, less damage
concentration over the building height, and smaller residual
lateral deformations compared to the BRB system. Liu et al.
[8–10] proposed self-centering and buckling restrained
braces using prestress steel strand to provide recentering
force, and the braced structure was evaluated. He et al. [11]
designed the self-centering energy dissipation rocking col-
umn by installing several self-recentering energy dissipation
corner braces at the end of rocking columns. Xu et al.
[12–14] proposed a new type of self-centering energy dis-
sipation brace with a preloaded disc spring, which has good
deformation capacity and energy dissipation capacity. Zhou
[15, 16], a scholar from Taiwan, proposed a dual-core self-
centering brace, which uses I-shaped steel and square steel
tube as the outer casing, and his research shows that the
brace has good self-centering and energy dissipation
properties.

SCED braces are generally composed of an energy
dissipation system, a self-centering system, and a set of force
transmission devices [17]. Some of the self-centering sys-
tems/braces use frictional energy dissipation mechanisms,
but the aging and stability of the friction surfaces is a tricky
problem when using this method of energy dissipation [18].
Moreover, most of the current SCED braces can only output
the set friction force in its working process, so the corre-
sponding friction force cannot be changed according to the
response process of the structure during an earthquake. If an
active or semiactive method is introduced to realize the
intelligent variable friction, the manufacturing cost of those
braces which are named smart braces will be significantly
increased.

A more easily accepted and applied method is to take
advantage of a mechanical method to realize the variability
of the friction force, which is relatively a low cost and in
essence a passive control method. Usually in the process of
structural vibration under a strong earthquake, when story
drift is getting bigger and bigger, that is to say, when a floor is
far away from its original equilibrium position, it is hoped
that those diagonal braces can provide relatively greater
recentering capacity and friction force to prevent excessive
story drifts. On the other hand, when story drift is small, a
relatively small friction resistance of the brace is assigned
such that structural restoration is prone to be realized. To
achieve the above purpose, a new type of self-centering
variable friction (SCVF) brace to realize variable output
friction is proposed and had been tested.

2. Experimental Work

2.1. Specimens. A SCVF brace specimen is designed and
manufactured, and the configuration and main dimension
parameters of this prototype are given in Figure 1. )e
section of the specimen is rectangular, similar to other self-
centering devices; this SCVF brace also mainly consists of

four parts: an inner tube, an outer tube, a tensioning system,
and an energy dissipation system.

One end of the inner tube 1 and the other end of the
outer tube 2 are welded to the end plates 10 and 12, re-
spectively. On the left-hand side and right-hand side of the
SCVF brace, the end connection components 11 and 13 with
a circular hole of 30mm in diameter are fitted to the end
plate, which are convenient to be installed in the building
structure that needs to mitigate vibration.)is SCVF brace is
usually installed in the position where a conventional energy
dissipation brace is located.

)e right part of the inner tube is provided with an
80mm long slot on its upper and low plates, and the outer
tube is also provided with two equally large slots as those on
the inner tube near both ends. )e location of the slot on the
outer tube near the right end corresponds to the slot of the
inner tube so that those slots on the left side of the outer tube
are the left slots set, and the slots on the right side of the
outer tube and the slots on the inner tube are the right slots
set. Two guiding bolts 3 pass through the two sets of slots,
respectively, and these bolts provide anchorage for the
tensioning system. )ese two-slot sets and guiding bolts
comprise a series of guiding elements of the SCVF brace.)e
tensioning force of the tensioning system is provided by a
steel spring 4 which is located in the inner tube, and the two
ends of the spring are, respectively, anchored on the two
bolts.

A ceramic friction block 5 and a bendable friction steel
plate 9 are installed between the inner tube and the outer
tube. )e surface between the ceramic block and the
bendable steel plate forms a friction interface. Relative
motion between the two tubes can activate the friction in-
terface because the ceramic block and the bendable steel
plate are fitted to the outer tube and the inner tube,
respectively.

An adjusting screw bolt 8 is installed at the middle parts
of the upper side and the lower side of the outer tube, re-
spectively, and the end of the bolt which is screwed into the
outer tube is against the ceramic block. By adjusting the
depth of the screw bolt, the bending curvature of the friction
steel plate can be changed so as to change the friction re-
sistance during the relative motion process. )e bendable
friction steel plate is similar to a simply supported beam
which has a flexural deformation subjected to transverse
concentrated force. It is appropriate to use the deflection at
the midpoint of the friction steel plate to indicate its bending
degree.

)e inner tube end plate is provided with a circular hole,
as shown in Figure 1(d), to provide operational space for
changing the pretension applied on the steel spring. )e
design parameters of components are shown in Table 1, and
the parameters of the materials used in the specimen are
listed in Table 2.

2.2. Test Setup. )e quasistatic loading method was used in
the test of the specimen of the SCVF brace. In order to obtain
the force deformation relationship of the specimen, the
deformation control loading mode with an equal loading
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rate was used in the test process. )is test was carried out on
YAW-2000 portal vertical loading equipment which is a
universal testing machine. )e loading mechanism includes
constant amplitude loading and variable amplitude loading,
and the loading device is shown in Figure 2. )e entire
process was automatically controlled by a computer. )e
software POP-ware-2000c recorded the loading and
unloading rate, axial deformation amplitude, and loading
and unloading conditions automatically.

Before the experiment, the testing machine was
employed to load the prototype SCVF brace with harmonic
loading consisting of sufficient cycles at ±10mm amplitude
and a loading frequency of 0.1Hz until there was no ab-
normal noise inside the specimen.

For the proposed brace to function, the steel spring must
be capable of producing the desired restoring force. As
shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), springs S1 and S2 were
stretched and tested to obtain their elastic coefficients.
Under the condition that the testing loading rate is 10mm/
min and the loading amplitude is 40mm, the elastic stiffness
of the two springs is determined to be 55.2 and 28.5 kN/mm,
respectively.

In the testing of friction coefficient correlation, two
friction steel plates with the same properties were selected,
one of which was sandblasted at the friction interface as
shown in Figure 3. According to the test result, the friction
coefficient of the sandblasted friction steel plate is 0.5 and
that of another one is 0.4, which can match the provision of

Table 1: Specimen design parameters.

Part number Name Materials Size parameters Number
1 Inner tube Q235 100×100mm 1
2 Outer tube Q235 200× 200mm 1
3 Guiding bolt Q345 M18 2
4 High-strength spring S1 Carbon spring steel Φ12× 80× 250mm× c17 (China) 1
5 High-strength spring S2 Carbon spring steel Φ10× 80× 250mm× c20 (China) 1
6 Friction block Ceramic fiber 100× 60× 20mm 2
7 Hinge support assembly Q235 Φ12 4
8 Limit block Q235 100× 20×14mm 4
9 Adjusting bolt Q235 Grand 8.8 M24 (GB) 2
10 Friction steel plate Q235 400×100×10mm 2
11 Inner tube end plate Q235 150×150×10mm 1
12 Inner tube connector Q235 250×100×10mm 1
13 Outer tube end plate Q235 250× 250×10mm 1
14 Outer tube connector Q235 250×100×10mm 1
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Figure 1: Design dimensions of the main parts and SCVF brace specimen. (a) )e overall structure of the proposed SCVF brace. 1: inner
tube; 2: outer tube; 3: guiding bolt; 4: tension spring; 5: ceramic friction block; 6: fixed hinge support assembly; 7: limit block; 8: adjusting
screw bolt; 9: friction steel plate; 10: inner tube end plate; 11: inner tube connector; 12: outer tube end plate; 13: outer tube connector. (b) Size
of the outer tube of the SCVF brace (mm). (c))e size of the inner tube of the SCVF brace (mm). (d) Specimen of the SCVF brace (axial scale
compressed).
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the Technical Code for Energy Dissipation and Damping of
Buildings (JGJ2972013, CN) [19, 20].

In this testing, the SCVF brace specimen was installed on
the testing machine, and a series of low-cyclic reversed variable
amplitude loading tests were carried out to examine the
hysteresis characteristics of the SCVF brace under different
amplitude loading. )rough these tests, the influence of spring
stiffness, friction coefficient, and various axial deformation
amplitude on the dissipation ability of the SCVF brace is
studied under the condition of different bending degrees of the

friction steel plates. )e relevant Chinese code mentioned
earlier [19, 20] clearly specifies the requirements for me-
chanical properties related to fatigue of friction type energy
damper. )is study tested the fatigue performance of this
SCVF brace according to those guiding principles. In fatigue
testing, an equal amplitude loading mechanism with an am-
plitude of 40mmand a loading rate of 40mm/minwas applied.

According to the above test contents, five test schemes
are adopted. )e detailed parameters of each scheme are
listed in Table 3.

Table 2: Mechanical parameters of Q235 and Q345.

Material Tensile strength (MPa) Yield strength (MPa) Elastic modulus (GPa) Density (g/cm3)
Q235 370–500 235 200–210 7.85
Q345 490–675 345 200–210 7.85

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Test setup of tension spring. (a) Tension test of spring S1. (b) Tension test of spring S2.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Changes in friction steel plates before and after treatment. (a) Friction steel plate before treatment. (b) Friction steel plate after
treatment.
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3. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1. Effects of Spring Stiffness. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the
hysteretic responses of the SCVF brace with 5 and 7.5mm
deflection of the friction steel plates, respectively. Two
different colored curves in each figure represent the result of
the SCVF brace installed spring S1 or spring S2.

It can be observed in the figure that hysteretic curves of
the SCVF brace with different bending friction plates are
roughly the same in shape that exhibits a flag-shaped re-
sponse of this novel brace. Careful observation shows that
there is a slight difference between the flag-shaped hysteresis
curve of SCVF and SCED, and the difference is that the
upper and lower edges of the flag-shape curve of the SCVF
brace are not parallel while those of SCED brace are parallel.
)e hysteresis curve of SCVF is an atypical flag-shape curve.

By comparison, hysteresis curves of that brace with
7.5mm deflection of the friction plate indicate that its energy
dissipation capacity is more sufficient. Moreover, the acti-
vation load and the peak load at maximum axial defor-
mation of the SCVF brace with the spring of greater stiffness
are larger.

It is noted that a slight axial deformation occurred to the
brace specimen with spring S2 at the onset of loading by
testing machine, while this phenomenon is not obvious in
the testing of the specimen with spring S1. In addition, the
hysteresis curve of testing the brace with spring S2 shows
some unsmooth steps and tiny serrations during the loading
and unloading process, which may be caused by some small
gaps among the components of the specimen. )e load-
deformation curves of testing the brace with the spring S1
are smoother, which means that the higher pretensioning
force of the SCVF brace is helpful to assemble all parts of the
brace into a whole tightly.

According to the hysteretic curve obtained from the test,
the parameters of energy dissipation performance of the
SCVF brace under different spring conditions are calculated,
as shown in Table 4. Compared with the brace installed with
spring S2, the testing result shows that the energy dissipation
ability of the brace installed with spring S1 increases by 6.2%
and 2.5%, respectively, in one hysteretic loop and the secant
stiffness increases by 40.1 and 41.3% under the condition of
the two kinds of 5 and 7.5mm deflection of the friction plate,
respectively, while the equivalent damping ratio of the brace
with spring S2 is lower.

3.2. Effects of Deformation Amplitude. Figures 5 and 6 show
the hysteresis curves of the brace installed with springs S1
and S2, respectively. )e shapes of load-deformation re-
sponse curves of the SCVF brace are all “flag-type” under
various deformation amplitudes. It can be found that with
the amplitude of axial tensile and compressive loading
increasing, the dissipated energy of the SCVF braces in-
creases, while the activation load of the SCVF brace does
not change. Although different spring and friction plates
were used, the brace showed its stable self-centering ability
and dissipation energy capacity within the desired axial
deformation.

From Figures 5 and 6, it can also be noted that the
characteristic of variable friction of the SCVF brace is not
obvious when the spring with larger stiffness is installed, but
the characteristic of variable friction is more prominent
when the spring with the smaller stiffness is used.

)e parameters of energy dissipation performance of the
SCVF brace under different deformation amplitudes are
calculated according to the hysteretic curve obtained from
the test, as shown in Tables 4 and 5. It can be found from
Tables 5 and 6 that the three mechanical parameters of the
SCVF brace with the two different types of tension springs
have similar changes. With the magnitude of the brace
deformation increasing, the dissipated energy increases
exponentially, while the secant stiffness and equivalent
damping ratio show a decreasing trend. When the defor-
mation amplitude is in the range of 20mm to 60mm for the
SCVF brace with different tension springs S1 and S2, the
secant stiffness is reduced by 52.3 and 56.2%, respectively,
and the equivalent damping ratio is decreased by 5.2 and
14.1%, respectively.

3.3. Effects of the Friction Plate Deflection. )e hysteresis
curves of the SCVF brace with springs S1 and S2 are il-
lustrated in Figure 7, in which different colored loops
represent different braces with 5 or 7.5mm deflection of the
friction plate.

It can be seen from the figure that the friction plate with
larger deflection can make the dissipated energy of the brace
more sufficient under the same other conditions. When the
spring stiffness is large, increasing the bending degree of the
friction plate does not make the variable friction charac-
teristics of the support more obvious.

Table 3: Experimental loading schemes.

Testing case Spring stiffness (N/
mm)

Loading amplitude
(mm)

Deflection of friction plate
(mm)

Coefficient of
friction Cycles

Effect of spring stiffness 28.5, 55.2 60 5, 7.5 0.4 3
Coefficient of friction 55.2 20, 40, 60 5, 7.5 0.4, 0.5 3
Axial deformation
amplitude 28.5, 55.2 20, 40, 60 5, 7.5 0.4 3

Deflection of the friction
plate 28.5, 55.2 20, 40, 60 5, 7.5 0.4 3

Fatigue test 28.5, 55.2 40 5 0.4 30
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)e parameters of energy dissipation performance of the
SCVF brace with different deflections of the friction plate,
which are calculated according to the hysteretic curve ob-
tained from the test, are shown in Table 7. When the SCVF

brace with spring S1 and the deflection of the friction plate is
changed from 5 to 7.5mm, the energy dissipation of the
SCVF brace increases by 56.3%, the secant stiffness of the
SCVF brace increases by 14.9%, and the equivalent damping

Table 4: Performance parameters of SCVF brace with different springs.

Deflection of the friction plate ω (mm) Spring stiffness K0 (N/mm) Energy
dissipation Wd (J)

Secant stiffness
Ks (kN/mm)

Equivalent damping
ratio (%) ξeq

5 (Spring S2) 28.5 565.674 0.178 13.659
(Spring S1) 55.2 600.010 0.256 10.319

7.5 (Spring S2) 28.5 877.523 0.197 18.435
(Spring S1) 55.2 898.689 0.283 14.209
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Figure 4: Load-deformation response of SCVF brace with different springs. (a) 5mmdeflection of the friction plate. (b) 7.5mmdeflection of
the friction plate.
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Figure 5: Hysteresis curve under various deformation amplitude (SCVF brace with spring S1). (a) 5mm deflection of the friction plate and
(b) 7.5mm deflection of the friction plate.
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ratio increases by 35.4%. When the SCVF brace with spring
S2 and the deflection of the friction plate is changed from
5mm to 7.5mm, the energy dissipation of the SCVF brace
increases by 52.3%, secant stiffness of the SCVF brace in-
creases by 10.1%, and the equivalent damping ratio increases
by 39.2%.

3.4. Effects of Friction Coefficient. )e results of low-cyclic
loading tests on the SCVF brace with different friction
coefficients are shown in Figure 8. Note that, under the
condition of a larger friction coefficient, the energy dissi-
pation capacity of the brace is stronger. In addition, irregular
microbumps appear in the hysteresis curve with the increase
of the friction coefficient; this may be because of the un-
evenness of the surface of the steel plate after sandblasting.

With the increase of the friction coefficient of the SCVF
brace, its energy dissipation, secant stiffness, and equivalent
damping ratio increase accordingly, which are shown in
Table 8. Among them, under 5.5 and 7.5mm deflections of
the friction plate, dissipated energy of the SCVF brace in-
creases by 38.8 and 37.4%, respectively, after the steel plate is
sandblasted.

3.5. Effects of Fatigue Performance. )e hysteresis curves
which are illustrated in Figure 9 are nearly overlapped in the
graph when the SCVF brace is loaded the 30th and the 1st
cycles. Comparisons between the curves of the first cycle and
the 30th cycle loading show the stable behavior of the brace
specimen. However, after statistics of the test data of these
two cyclic loadings which are presented in Table 9, it can also

Table 5: Performance parameters under various deformation amplitude (SCVF brace with spring S1).

Deflection of the friction plate
ω (mm)

Deformation amplitude δmax
(mm)

Energy dissipation
Wd (J)

Secant stiffness Ks
(kN/mm)

Equivalent damping ratio
(%) ξeq

5
20 132.216 0.351 15.348
40 311.712 0.209 14.474
60 565.674 0.178 13.659

7.5
20 206.145 0.453 18.127
40 505.497 0.250 18.186
60 877.523 0.197 18.435

Table 6: Performance parameters under various deformation amplitudes (SCVF brace with spring S2).

Deflection of the friction plate
ω (mm)

Deformation amplitude δmax
(mm)

Energy dissipation
Wd (J)

Secant stiffness Ks
(kN/mm)

Equivalent damping ratio
(%) ξeq

5
20 182.536 0.578 13.679
40 387.026 0.335 12.635
60 600.010 0.256 10.319

7.5
20 286.772 0.627 16.151
40 581.456 0.364 15.727
60 898.689 0.283 14.209
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Figure 6: Hysteresis curve under various deformation amplitude (SCVF brace with spring S2). (a) 5mm deflection of the friction plate and
(b) 7.5mm deflection of the friction plate.
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be noted that the performance of the specimen has changed
slightly after repeated constant cyclic loading.

)e testing result in Table 9 shows that the energy
dissipation of the SCVF brace with spring S1 decreases by

5.9% and another with spring S2 decreases by 6.6%, which is
less than the limit of ±15% specified by the specification in
China.)e secant stiffness decreases by 3.7 and 1.2% and the
equivalent damping ratio decreases by 3.1 and 4.8%when the
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Figure 7: Hysteretic performance under 5 and 7.5mm deflection of the friction plate. (a) Hysteresis curve of SCVF brace with spring S1. (b)
Hysteresis curve of SCVF brace with spring S2.

Table 7: Mechanical parameters of SCVF brace under 5 and 7.5mm deflection of the friction plate.

Spring stiffness K0 (N/mm) Deflection w (mm) Energy dissipation Wd (J)
Secant stiffness Ks

(kN/mm) Equivalent damping ratio (%) ξeq

Tension spring S2 28.5 5 565.674 0.178 13.659
7.5 877.632 0.210 18.435

Tension spring S1 55.2 5 600.010 0.256 10.319
7.5 975.689 0.283 15.357
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Figure 8: Hysteretic performance under different friction coefficients. (a) 5mm deflection of the friction plate. (b) 7.5mm deflection of the
friction plate.
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SCVF brace with spring S1 and spring S2, respectively. )e
reason for this phenomenon is that the friction interface of
the SCVF brace becomes smooth and the friction force
decreases after repeated loading by preliminary judgment.

)e test results demonstrate that the mechanical pa-
rameters of the SCVF brace have not changed significantly
under different working conditions; it further illustrates that
the SCVF brace has a superior antifatigue performance.
After the end of the fatigue test, all parts of the SCVF brace
are intact and have no obvious bending, and the friction steel
plate is always in the range of elastic change during the SCVF
brace working. At the same time, repeated friction between
the friction block and the surface of the friction steel plate
makes the friction interface smooth, which in turn has a
slight impact on the brace performance. From the experi-
mental results, mechanical parameters of the SCVF brace
have not changed much after the fatigue test and it also

shows that the energy dissipation system formed by the
ceramic fiber friction blocks and friction steel plates in the
SCVF brace has a certain stability.

4. Simulation versus Test Results

)ere is no self-centering variable friction material defined
in OpenSees material library. In this case, it is not possible to
assign such SCVF material properties to energy dissipation
elements for structural analysis. Based on the four-stage
hysteresis curve of the SCVF brace shown in Figure 4, the
SCVF material was added to the uniaxial material library on
the open-source platform of the finite element software
OpenSees. )e compiling and debugging tool is Visual
Studio, and the source code of OpenSees is version 2.5.0
(6248) from its official website. Figure 10 is the expectant
constitutive model of the SCVF brace. Figure 11 is the flow

Table 8: Mechanical parameters under different friction coefficients.

Deflection of the friction plate ω
(mm)

Friction coefficient
μ

Energy dissipation Wd
(J)

Secant stiffness
Ks

(kN/mm)

Equivalent damping ratio (%)
ξeq

5 0.4 600.010 0.256 10.319
0.5 814.632 0.271 13.270

7.5 0.4 898.689 0.283 14.209
0.5 1234.702 0.324 16.790
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Figure 9: Comparison of hysteresis curves of the fatigue test. (a) Hysteresis curve of SCVF brace with spring S1. (b) Hysteresis curve of
SCVF brace with spring S2.

Table 9: Mechanical parameters under 5mm deflection of the friction plate.

Spring Load times Energy dissipation Wd (J) Secant stiffness Ks (kN/mm) Equivalent damping ratio (%) ξeq

Tension spring S1 1st cycle 308.251 0.219 13.967
30th cycle 290.152 0.211 13.535

Tension spring S2 1st cycle 385.733 0.336 12.358
30th cycle 360.266 0.332 11.761
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chart of the hysteresis loop path of the SCVF material
constitutive model. )e definition of member variables is
detailed in Table 10. )e brace element can be assigned
according to the material and geometric parameters in
Table 1, and the loading protocol of the numerical model has
no difference with the test on the specimen so that the

simulation of numerical testing can be compared with the
testing result of the specimen.

Hysteresis curves of the SCVF brace which are obtained
from the test and of the finite element model are presented in
Figures 12 and 13, in which the testing and the simulation
results of the SCVF brace with different spring stiffness

0

Deformation

Load

Figure 10: )e expectant constitutive model of SCVF brace.

N (unload)Y (load)

N N

Input material parameters
K0 K1 K2I MU W P0 E

Incoming strain value
Strain

delta = trialStrain-commitStrain

Tstress > max Tstress < min
Tstress = Cstress + K∗

delta

E = K E = K

Over

Tstress = Cstress + K∗

delta

Get min envelope
Tstress = min E = min′

Get max envelope
Tstress = max E = max′

If delta ≥ 0

Figure 11: )e flow chart of numerical SCVF material.
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Table 10: Main member variables of the SCVF material.

Name Meaning
setTrialStrain Calculate current stress stiffness and so forth according to the actual strain
commitStrain Last step strain
CStress Last step stress
getStrain Return current strain
getStress Return current stress
getTangent Return tangent modulus
srialStrain Real-time strain
TStress Real-time stress
getmaxenvelop Get the max envelop value
getminenvelop Get the min envelop value
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Figure 12: Hysteresis curves of test and finite element (SCVF brace with spring S1). (a) 5mm deflection of the friction plate. (b) 7.5mm
deflection of the friction plate.
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Figure 13: Hysteresis curves of test and finite element (SCVF brace with spring S2). (a) 5mm deflection of the friction plate. (b) 7.5mm
deflection of the friction plate.
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under different deformation amplitude and deflection of the
friction plate are compared. )e results show that the
hysteresis curves which are obtained from the numerical
testing are highly agreeable with that from the experimental
results, which demonstrate that the finite element model can
effectively simulate the working characteristics of the SCVF
brace.

)e hysteresis performance between the finite element
simulation value and the test value of the SCVF brace under
different spring stiffness is compared in Tables 11 and 12.
Among them, it can be observed in Table 11 that the de-
viation of energy dissipation is the largest at 13% for the
SCVF brace with springs S2 and 5mm deflection of the
friction plate, which meets the performance requirements of
energy dissipation design value and measured value within
15% in the specification of China. )e energy dissipation of
the SCVF brace obtained from the test is less than the finite
element analog value. It may be because the actual friction
coefficient of the SCVF brace between the friction block and
the friction steel plate is smaller than that of the finite el-
ement simulation. After comparison, it can be noted that the
brace with a spring of smaller stiffness has a more obvious
variable friction effect.

5. Conclusions

)is paper presents a new type of SCVF brace and conducts
experimental analysis on it. Based on the obtained results,
the following three conclusions are listed.

)e hysteresis curve of the SCVF brace shows an atypical
“flag-type,” which indicates that the SCVF brace has obvious
variable friction characteristic and it also shows good self-
centering ability. )e SCVF brace with low stiffness spring
has more noticeable variable friction characteristics. In other
words, the SCVF brace with high stiffness spring needs the
friction plates with larger deflection to achieve obvious
variable friction characteristics.

Although different spring and friction plates were used,
the brace showed its stable self-centering ability and

dissipation energy capacity within the permitted axial de-
formation. A larger deflection of the friction plate will make
the variable friction of this SCVF brace more obvious. A
higher friction coefficient will make the energy dissipation
capacity of the SCVF brace stronger, but after repeated
friction, the actual friction coefficient will be lower than the
design value. )e results of the fatigue test showed that the
energy dissipation system formed by the ceramic fiber
friction blocks and friction steel plates in the SCVF brace has
a certain stability.

)e test results are in good agreement with the results of
finite element numerical simulation, and the load-defor-
mation relationship of the device is very clear, which is
conducive to the use of finite element software for calcu-
lation and structural analysis in engineering design. How-
ever, whether the SCVF brace is more effective in restraining
the deformation response of the structure when the brace
installs on the structure, it needs our further study.
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Table 11: Mechanical parameters of the FEM simulation value versus test value (SCVF brace with spring S1).

Midspan
deflection ω
(mm)

Energy dissipation Wd
(J) Deviation

(%)

Secant stiffness Ks
(kN/mm) Deviation

(%)

Equivalent damping
ratio ξeq (%)

Deviation (%)
Test
value

Simulation
value

Test
value

Simulation
value

Test
value

Simulation
value

5 600.010 642.674 7.0 0.256 0.248 3.1 10.319 11.791 14.2
7.5 898.689 993.109 10.5 0.283 0.274 3.2 14.209 15.979 112.4

Table 12: Mechanical parameters of the FEM analog value versus test value (SCVF brace with spring S2).

Midspan
deflection ω
(mm)

Energy dissipation Wd
(J) Deviation

(%)

Secant stiffness Ks
(kN/mm) Deviation

(%)

Equivalent damping
ratio ξeq (%)

Deviation (%)
Test
value

Simulation
value

Test
value

Simulation
value

Test
value

Simulation
value

5 565.674 639.68 13.0 0.178 0.166 6.7 13.748 16.430 16.3
7.5 877.523 956.35 8.3 0.197 0.184 6.3 18.435 20.820 12.9
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